
FEATHERED HOOK 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 

 
All Feathered Hook Fishing Club (“Feather Hook”) members agree to comply with these rules              
and regulations when they sign their membership agreement. Failure to adhere to the following              
regulations can result in membership termination and, in the case of trespass, criminal             
prosecution. Feathered Hook reserves the right to change any of its rules and regulations at any                
time. All such changes will be made effective when published on the Feathered Hook app or                
website, or through other means of written communication to its members. Members are             
responsible for checking the Feathered Hook app and website for updates immediately prior to              
fishing on Feathered Hook properties. 
 
RESERVATION REQUIRED. Members must use the Feathered Hook app to reserve a            
Feathered Hook fishing location before fishing. Locations can be found within the app and              
website. Reservations are on a first come first serve basis, and availability may be limited.               
Feathered Hook reserves the right, in its sole and absolute discretion, to limit the number and                
character of reservations available to members at any particular time. At the time of reservation,               
the member will receive an e-mail confirmation and confirmation number. This confirmation            
number must be displayed on the dashboard of the member’s vehicle. This confirmation             
identifies Feathered Hook members to the landowner and verifies their right to enter Feathered              
Hook sites. Any person on Feathered Hook sites without a valid reservation and authorization              
number will be guilty of trespass and will be subject to criminal prosecution. Entering Feathered               
Hook sites without a valid reservation and authorization number is also grounds for membership              
termination. No fees or other payments to Feathered Hook will be refunded if membership is               
terminated.  
 
RESERVATION TIMES. Members may reserve fishing locations in full-day increments, with           
fishing hours beginning at sunrise and ending at sunset. 
 
Any member on a Feathered Hook property outside of the time frame of a valid reservation is                 
trespassing and will be subject to criminal prosecution. Entering Feathered Hook sites outside of              
the time frame of a reservation, or without a valid reservation and authorization number, is also                
grounds for membership termination. No fees or other payments to Feathered Hook will be              
refunded if membership is terminated. 
 
RESERVATION CANCELLATION OR MODIFICATION. Because Feathered Hook fishing        
locations are limited and are in high demand, members are encouraged to cancel or modify any                
reservations as soon as it is known that the member will not be utilizing the initial reservation. 
 
NATURAL AND WEATHER CONDITIONS. Feathered Hooks in no way guarantees that           
natural or weather conditions will be suitable for fishing for any location at any time. Upon                
making a reservation, each member is acknowledging that it is assuming all risks that they may                
not be able to fish, or have a successful fishing experience, due to natural or weather conditions                 



or other conditions outside of the control of Feathered Hook. Members are instructed to              
investigate and use good judgment to avoid dangerous natural or weather conditions when             
making reservations and attending a particular Feathered Hook location. Members assume all            
risks of inclement weather, including those of financial loss, inability to fish, and bodily injury,               
when fishing on Feathered Hooks locations. No member shall be refunded any fees or other               
amounts paid to Feathered Hook by reason of inability to fish or lack of fishing success.  
 
LAWS, RULES AND REGULATIONS. Members agree that they are solely responsible for            
abiding by federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations (collectively, “Laws”) at all times.               
Feathered Hook does not warrant or guarantee that any particular water is open and available for                
fishing at any time, or that the ability to make a reservation on a Feather Hook app or website                   
menas that such water is open and available for fishing. It is the responsibility of any member                 
making a Feathered Hook reservation to confirm that the member is complying with all Laws,               
including, without limitation, Wyoming Game and Fish Department rules and regulations           
relating to season dates and species bag limits, prior to entering and fishing on a particular                
property.  
 
MINORS. All persons under 18 years of age must be accompanied by a supervising adult when                
visiting Feathered Hook locations. No adult may supervise more than two minors at any given               
time.  
 
CATCH AND RELEASE. All fishing at Feathered Hook locations is catch and release only.              
Members must ensure that they quickly and ethically net and release each fish back into the                
water. Members may take a brief moment to photograph a particular fish, provided the fish is                
healthy and the circumstances allow for an ethical release of the fish thereafter. Members are               
welcome to submit photos to Feathered Hook to be displayed on Feathered Hook app and               
website. Notwithstanding the foregoing, harvesting a particular species or size of fish may be              
encouraged, or even required, on some Feathered Hook properties. In each instance, the harvest              
information will be conspicuously posted on one or more of the Feathered Hook app and website                
or by physical signage posted at the applicable location.  
 
ARTIFICIAL FLIES ONLY. Only single-barb, artificial flies are permitted while fishing on            
Feathered Hook locations. Members are encouraged to use barbless flies, but are not required to               
do so unless otherwise posted on the Feathered Hook app or website or by physical signage at a                  
particular location.  Live and artificial bait are prohibited. 
 
GATES. Some Feather Hook locations contain gates. Gates are used to keep trespassers out and               
livestock within an enclosed area. All gates, whether open or closed, must be left in the same                 
condition in which a member finds them, unless clear signage posted on the gate indicates the                
land owner’s instructions (such as a conspicuous sign stating, “Keep Gate Closed”). If a gate is                
locked, Feathered Hook will provide key or combination information in the reservation            
confirmation e-mail.  Members should re-lock all locked gates.  
 



CROPS, LIVESTOCK AND WILD GAME. Many of our sites are located on agricultural land,              
or are active hunting reserves. Do not tamper with any agricultural equipment or crops.              
Members should stick to defined trails, paths and roads, and should avoid impact to crops if at all                  
possible. Members should not approach any livestock or wild game that may be at the fishing                
location.  
 
NO HUNTING. Absolutely no hunting privileges are included in Feathered Hook membership.            
Members shall not kill, hunt, stalk, harass or otherwise disturb wildlife of any type. 
 
NO DEADLY WEAPONS. No person shall possess deadly weapons on any Feathered Hook             
location unless expressly authorized in writing on the Feathered Hook app or website, or by               
physical signage posted at a particular location. 
 
NO ALTERATIONS. Members must not remove anything from, or otherwise permanently           
alter, any Feathered Hook fishing location. Members shall not remove rocks, foliage or wood              
from a location. Members must not tamper with or otherwise disturb any manmade artifacts and               
structures on a location. Members will be personally responsible for any damage they cause to a                
Feather Hook fishing location. 
 
FOOD AND BEVERAGE. Unless otherwise indicated for a specific Feathered Hook location,            
members may bring food and beverages, including reasonable amounts of alcoholic beverages,            
provided that no food, beverage or debris is left behind.  
 
DEBRIS. All items packed in by a member must be packed out by the member. In no instance                  
may a member leave litter, trash or other debris on a Feathered Hook location. Members should                
plan appropriately to ensure no item is left behind. Members are encouraged to contact the               
Feathered Hook reservation staff to report litter left at a location. If Feathered Hook is able to                 
identify the member who left the litter, such member will be fined an amount deemed               
appropriate by Feathered Hook. Failure to pay the fine, or a repeated littering offense, will               
provide cause for membership termination.  
 
CAMPING AND CAMP FIRES. Unless otherwise expressly authorized on the Feathered Hook            
app or website, or by physical signage at a fishing location, camping is prohibited on all                
Feathered Hook locations. No camp fires or open flames are allowed under any circumstance. If               
camping is permitted at a particular location, any member desiring to camp is responsible for               
investigating the permitted campsite and preparing accordingly.  
 
SANITATION FACILITIES. Sanitation facilities may or may not exist on a particular Feathered             
Hook location and may be subject to change. Members must practice proper wilderness             
sanitation disposal at all times. All human waste and toilet paper should be removed from the                
property. 
 



LOCATIONS ARE PATROLLED. Feathered Hook security and land owners will check to            
make sure that the only persons on the property are members and guests whom are listed on a                  
valid reservation and can provide confirmation. Failure to comply with this will result in              
immediate expulsion from a location. Members must comply with all reasonable requirements            
and lawful requests of a patrolling party. Members may submit feedback about any incident with               
a patrolling party after exiting the location.  
 
MEMBERSHIP TERMINATION. Feathered Hook reserves the right to terminate the          
membership of any member with or without cause at any time by notifying the member of the                 
termination in writing. Failure to abide by these rules and regulations will provide cause for               
membership termination. If membership termination occurs for cause, no fees or other amounts             
paid to Feather Hook shall be refunded. 


